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Build 26 of ZipAssist  

for GP2013 

ZipAssist What’s New Guide 

New Features & Functionality Include: 

Functionality New in Build 26 

Support for GP 2013 

This release of ZipAssist marks the initial release supporting the RTM release of 
Dynamics GP 2013. 

Functionality New in Recent Versions 

Zip Browser 

ZipAssist now includes the “Zip Code Browser. The Zip Code Browser is your address and 
Zip Code directory. In this window you can manually look up any address contained in 
the Zip Code database. The Zip Code Browser is a fundamental mailing tool, as it allows 
you to search for and find specific addresses. 
 

If ZipAssist cannot fix the address automatically, you have the option to research 
undeliverable addresses with ZipBrowser. ZipBrowser will allow you to query the US 
Postal Service database for the correct address.  
 

PostCodeAssist for Canada and the UK 
 

PostalCodeAssist helps increase overall address quality. It lets you stop errors upon 
entry, speeds data entry, assists in locating duplicates, and helps reduce the amount of 
returned mail and address correction fees. Postalcode Browser is a key feature of 
PostalCodeAssist that allows users to quickly search the Canada Post database to help 
correct uncoded records. PostalCodeAssist offers seamless integration into your 
Microsoft Dynamics™ GP system and ensures deliverability of mail. 
 
PostCodeAssist for UK 

 
PostCodeAssist helps increase overall address quality. It lets you stop errors upon entry, 
speeds data entry, assists in locating duplicates, and helps reduce the amount of 
returned mail and address correction fees. PostCode Browser is a key feature of 
PostCodeAssist that allows users to quickly search the Royal Mail Postcode Address File 
(PAF) to help correct uncoded records. PostCodeAssist offers seamless integration into 
your current system and ensures deliverability of mail. 
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